
Overheard (Glasgow)

TAM: I left the stage on Friday night, nearly 48 hours ago. And I've been walking across Glasgow 

ever since, north then south, following two spirals that have led me back here, to Tramway. Up and 

down. I wanted to bring you all a gift from the outside, I really did. But I've been carrying this here 

codex battery, seven kilos of it, so unless you want to share some Bombay Mix I'll have to leave 

you now - empty handed. But I do have a thought to share with you, and it came to me just as I 

stepped onto the stage here and saw you all sitting there (so patient of you all to wait the entire 48 

hours. That's what I call commitment...) See, I was watching Justin Bieber on YouTube the other 

day. Performing “Baby” featuring Ludacris. For research purposes, obviously: I don't listen to 

music for pleasure, nobody does, do they? And “Baby” has had 384 million, 288 thousand and 22 

hits. 384million! What can it possibly mean? 

I mean, I'd never even heard of Justin Bieber. I was just surfing the net and accidently stumbled 

across him, the way Scooter Braun just happened to come across him, discovered him and become 

his manager, made him a star an' all... That is how these things happen, or so I am told: completely 

by chance. Random. I came across him exactly the same way! Only I wasn't in a position to help 

him up the ladder or anything, I don't have that kind of clout. Frankly too, I don't possess that 

special talent that allows you to look at someone, someone like Justin Bieber, and see what he's got, 

see that special star quality, that incredible artistry, that charisma which distinguishes him from the 

rest of us, the 384 million-plus who are not nor ever can be him, as good as him. I'm not equipped, 

you see. I don't understand anything. 

For me, it's as if all that Justin represents is off-limits: he exists inside one of these... these 

spectacular narcissistic objects, an object that celebrates itself, revels in its self. The combination of 

dance moves, pouts to camera, sashaying gals in their sorta handmaiden costumes; the backing boys 

from some Hollywood peckerwood hood, thumbs down their pants, waggling their bums; the shop 

signage, the neon, the juicy, judicious product placement, Justin's incredible teeth, the way Ludicris 

playfully grabs him in a headlock, the thing Justin does with his collar, the bowling alley, the music, 

of course the music, all this exquisite engineering:- all combine in a paean to a society in which the 

work of art gazes at itself - and the consumer can only watch it watching itself. Fascinated but 

disconnected. Superfluous. All 384 million of them. Cannon fodder in a war conducted through 

media. 

You'd expect young people to be narcissistic, wouldn't you? That's their weird, after all. But no, it's 

the objects that are self-obsessed, the audience just holds up the mirror for them. They've been 

elbowed out! Maybe that's a good thing: if only we could recognise it, we could somehow leave it 



all behind. All of it. Maybe if the architects recognised that they'd built it all back to front, they 

would hang themselves - like the guy at the Kelvingrove Museum. When he saw what he'd had 

built, saw how it had all been put together, how it had turned out despite all his plans, he couldna 

take anymore. Small wonder. I wonder what Justin's hairstylist might do, given the circumstances! 

(Reading) “His hair is mostly straight with a texture on the fine side of medium, and the cut is a 

variant of the old bowl-cut with feathered layers in the interior. The styling involves blow-drying 

with a round, bristled brush and directing the hair to whirl around the skull in order to give added 

interest to the look and enable the feathering to be displayed to advantage. Justin has become 

something of a style maker, since hairstyle inspirations for young Caucasian men are uncommon in 

the general scheme of things.” (Screws up and tosses aside sheet).

In short, it's been made back to front. Do you think that's a clue? 

(To sound engineer at back of hall) Louie, turn on the lights, will yer? I want to see how it's all put 

together. 

(Lights come on. Tam surveys the audience) Well, will you look at that! Will you look at that! The 

reason you're there and I'm here, you know why that is? The stage was built so that when the actors 

spit the audience is a sufficient distance from them not to pick up any diseases. It's all about 

hygiene. Keeping people at more than arms length. Like wealth and walls and gates and money and 

laws and religion and all. “The stage casts roles where identities once were.” And so I am going to 

leave the stage, Once For All. Going to find me an identity, maybe, eh? Get dirty, perhaps, see what 

that's like for a change, eh?... 

All reminds me again of... of Huckleberry Finn... “What ya doin', Huck?”

[pauses at curtain, looks back at audience]

“Spittin'.”

ENDS


